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Curriculum Intent 

Statement 

 

 

"Design creates culture. Culture shapes values. Values determine the future." 

 Robert L. Peters, designer and author 
 

GCSE Design and Technology will develop students resilience and prepare students to participate confidently and successfully in an increasingly 

technological world.  

 

Students will gain awareness and learn from wider influences on Design and Technology including historical, social, cultural, environmental and 

economic factors; developing their ability to be responsible and respectful designers who can confidently engage with wider community and 

global concerns. 

 

Design and technology is at its best when it responds to real life needs and challenges and when the ‘norm’ is questioned. We will develop our 

students analytical, problem solving and risk-taking skills to enable them to push the boundaries of what is possible and become engaged in ‘big 

world’ problems.  

 

Students will get the opportunity to work creatively when designing, making and apply technical and practical expertise; they will use cross-

curricular knowledge a to develop interconnected learning and give context to knowledge developed in other subject areas.  

 

GCSE D&T allows students to study core technical and designing and making principles, including a broad range of design processes, materials 

techniques and equipment. They will also have the opportunity to study specialist technical principles in greater depth within subject areas. 

 

The qualification is assessed in 2 parts, each equally weighted (50/50). 

 Coverage, content, structure and sequencing 

 Year 10 Year 11 



Expert Students 

 

Key Learning: 

knowledge 

and skills including 

local context 

 

 

Assessment: 

How will you assess the 

impact of teaching? 

 

Year 10 builds on the foundations of the national curriculum covered in 

KS3. Throughout year 10 students will cover 3 main areas: Core Technical 

Principles, Specialist Technical Principles, Designing and Making principles 

 

Core technical principle: 

In order to make effective design choices students will need a breadth 

of core technical knowledge and understanding that consists of:  

• new and emerging technologies • energy generation and storage  

• developments in new materials  

• systems approach to designing  

• mechanical devices  

• materials and their working properties.  

 

Specialist technical principles (in relation to 1 material):  
• selection of materials or components  
• forces and stresses  
• ecological and social footprint  
• sources and origins  
• using and working with materials  
• stock forms, types and sizes  
• scales of production  
• specialist techniques and processes  
• surface treatments and finishes.  
 

Material options  

• papers and boards  
• timber based materials  
• textile based materials  
 

Designing and making principles  
Students will develop their knowledge and understanding of designing 

and making principles in relation to the following areas: • investigation, 

primary and secondary data  
• environmental, social and economic challenge  
• the work of others  
• design strategies  
• communication of design ideas  
• prototype development  
• selection of materials and components  
• tolerances  
• material management  
• specialist tools and equipment  
• specialist techniques and processes 

In year 11 learners will complete the first part of their assessment: 

 

NEA (non-exam assessment 50%) 

The Non-exam assessment will contribute towards 50% of the students 

overall mark. 
 

The NEA consist of an investigation into a contextual challenge, 

defining the needs and wants of the user and include relevant 

research to produce a design brief and specification. Students will use 

the skills and knowledge developed in Y10 to generate design ideas 

with flair and creativity and create a final design solutions (including 

modelling). A manufacturing specification will be produced to 

conclude their design findings leading into the realisation of a final 

prototype that is fit for purpose and a final evaluation. Students will 

investigate, analyse and evaluate throughout the portfolio. 
 

 

External exam (50%) 

After completing the NEA students will continue with revision of the 

‘core technical principles’, ‘Specialist technical principles’ and 

‘designing and making principles’ in preparation for the summer 

external exam (50%).  

 

 



Assessment: 

Assessment in y10 is formative during lessons verbally to increase 

immediate impact upon direction and skill.  

 

Summative assessments will also be completed at the end of each half 

term. Mock exams will be carried out in the Spring term under exam 

conditions to enable learners to develop their exam.  

Assessment:  

NEA April of Y11  

External exam May of Y11 

Confident 

Communicators 

 

Key Tier 2 and 3 

Vocabulary 

 

 

 

Tier 2: 
Analyse, Apply, Argue, Calculate, Compare, Complete, Consider, Contrast, Define, Describe, Discuss, Evaluate, Examine, Explain, Give, How(far),  
Identify, Justify, Name, Outline, Repeat (the pattern), State, What (is), Which 
 
Tier 3: 
Automation, Client, Commercial process, Commercial product, Conceptual stages (of design), Continuous improvement, Co-operative, Crowd 
funding, Ecological, Ethics, Fabricate, Finite, Functionality, Fusibility, Iterative design, Lean manufacturing, Life cycle assessment, Market pull, 
Mechanical device, Nesting, Physical properties, Planned obsolescence, Primary source, Primary source (of materials), Product, Prototype, 
Schematic diagram, Social footprint, Social responsibility, Stock form, Technology push, Tolerance, User, User, centred design, Working 
properties 

Future Ready 

 

Careers encounters 

and aspirational 

cultural capital 

Opportunities (inc visits 

and enrichment opps) 

 

Students studying Design and Technology will develop their understanding of a range of different designers and makers. Student will be introduced to 

inspirational female, BAME and LGBTQ+ designers and consider some of the challenge's minority designer can face and the responsibility of all designers 

to consider inclusive design.  

 

Student’s will develop their knowledge of the boarder reach of design and technology and the impact good and bad design can have on the lives of 

those encountering it.  

 

Students will have the opportunity to engage with a wide variety of enrichment programs, including: 

• Onsite skill building enrichment sessions 
• Trips to design hums and museums 
• Participation in external design competitions 
• Community design projects 

 

Links to future jobs made in lessons:  

Construction 

Architecture 

Mechanics 

Graphic design 

Fashion design 

Product deign 

Engineer 

Advertising 

Marketing 

Visual merchandiser 

The Darton Mindset underpins all our core principles and practice = Responsibility, Respect, Resilience. 

 


